
Start with clean hands and work area. 
Knead clay in your hands for 2 minutes.

Place clay in center of either side of frame. Using the 
clay roller, push clay underneath all edges of frame. 
Use your hands or roller to smooth the clay after it has 
filled the frame.

Place child’s hand or foot (or pet’s paw) on the clay and 
press gently but firmly, taking care not to press too 
hard on the child’s hand or foot. Hint: If you don’t like 
the impression, simply re-roll the clay and start over. 
After making impression, clean child’s hand with baby 
wipes or baby lotion and then soap and water.

At this point, you can use the modeling tool to write 
name, age and date.

Place the frame, clay side up, on a metal baking sheet 
or glass dish. We suggest using an oven thermometer 
to ensure accurate oven thermometer. Bake at 130 °C 
(275 °F for US Consumers) for 15 minutes. DO NOT 
USE MICROWAVE. DO NOT EXCEED THE RECOMMENDED 
TEMPERATURE OR BAKING TIME.

Remove from oven and allow to cool.

Carefully remove the blue-tinted protective film from 
both sides of pane. Place pane on clean surface. Put 
mat face down on top of pane. Place photo face down 
on top of mate (tape top of photo to back of mat if 
necessary). Carefully remove perforated cardboard 
spacer sheet from the cardboard package insert. 
Place on top of photo and slide into frame.

Enjoy this special keepsake for years to come!
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IMPORTANT!  

Many modeling clays contain ingredients that may stain 
or damage finished surfaces. Do not place unbaked clay 
on furniture, flooring, carpeting, or fabric. Protect 
finished surfaces by using unbaked Polyform clay 
products on a glass or metal surface, or use disposable 
foil or wax paper beneath your work.
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